
LITERARY ANALYSIS OF THE NOVEL EVERYDAY USE BY ALICE

WALKER

"Everyday Use" by Alice Walker, which depicts the situation of a rural American south family, is one of the widely studied
and regularly.

She points out that her fat keeps her warm in the winter and cool in the summer. She plans to hang the quilts
on the wall, "[a]s if that was the only thing you could do with quilts. Nevertheless, the language is the essence
difference between human beings and animals, due to what language offers to humans. Mama refuses to draw
attention to herself: she personifies an ethos born out of humbleness and practicality. But she does put her foot
down when Dee tries to take Maggie's quilts away. At first glance, the question about what is the language
might be strange, because we have been using language extemporarily, unconsciously for centuries ago. Dee is
not wrong that her name, that came from her grandmother, actually has its roots in slavery. For example,
yellow can symbolize sunshine and happiness and black can symbolize sadness and isolation. Source Quilts as
Art The central argument Dee makes is that the quilt in question is art and history and should not be used for
everyday use. While Dee initially shook the dust off her feet and refused all the pieces of home, her education,
something blacks and women couldn't previously get, has allowed her to understand the importance of her
southern heritage and its place in black history. For instance, though the narrator confesses that Dee has shown
up in a "dress so loud it hurts my eyes," she watches Dee walk toward her and concedes, "The dress is loose
and flows, and as she walks closer, I like it. Dee gets excited about the benches, butter churn and various other
objects, which she considers important artifacts, around the house. When Dee goes to college she can barely
wait to shake the dust off her feet from her poor, Georgia community. Her education helped her to grow up
and understand her roots and her family's place in history. Unlike Dee, Maggie actually knows how to quilt. In
her meek voice, Maggie squeaks that Dee can have the quilts. She does sweep in with all these changes and is
demanding and overwhelms Mama. She introduces her partner Hakim-a-barber , whom Mama calls
"Asalamalakim" after his Muslim greeting. They then spend time together dipping snuff and they become
conscious of the fact that they are the ones enjoying their lives as well as their cherished heritage. Instead of
Wangero Dee , she starts to refer to her as Dee Wangero , privileging her original given name. Mama
describes her as a lame dog. Maggie lurks in the shadows not wanting to be fully visible. Dee seems unable to
separate her new-found cultural identity from her own long-standing need to feel superior to her mother and
sister. The object of conflict between these two polar opposite sisters is a handmade quilt passed down from
their ancestors.


